FIN SUPER is formulated for the demanding, high-pressure environment of the
production and manufacturing industries. Our products are formulated to save
businesses money on maintenance and downtime due to equipment malfunction.
FIN SUPER is for the lubrication of all moving parts, including chains, cables, gears,
rails, tracks, valves, locks, firearms, and practically any other piece of equipment
that needs lubrication or protection from rust. The excellent penetrating abilities of
FIN SUPER allow it to free seized and rusted parts in minutes. It offers excellent
protection against moisture and corrosion. It will replace multiple other lubricants.
FIN SUPER is available through your local Technical Advisor and online exclusively
from Amazon.com. Just search “Interflon Fin Super” on Amazon to be taken right to
our store page.
Visit our website at InterflonUSA.com to find out if there is a Technical Advisor in
your area, and to learn more about our products.

Would you like a FREE can of FIN SUPER delivered to your
door?
Verified Amazon Fin Super purchasers who leave a review of FIN SUPER on
Amazon can receive a second can of FIN SUPER shipped to any address in the
U.S. We want your honest opinion! Just post your review, then send an email to
orders@interflon.com letting us know where to send your free can. We’ll get it out to
you right away! This offer is good until January 31, 2019. Limit: One per customer.

INTERFLON

FIN SUPER is a high-performance penetrating dry-film aerosol lubricant fortified
with MicPol® technology. MicPol® is a unique technology that reduces the
smoothest substance known to man (PTFE) to very small (0.01-0.03 microns)
particles, allowing them to penetrate every pore of the surface. More importantly,
MicPol® polarizes the PTFE particles so that they strongly adhere to surfaces
magnetically. This results in a solid, very smooth dry film that offers a much stronger
bond than any oil viscosity can provide, and lasts up to 10 times longer than other
lubricants.

FIN SUPER

Introducing

Interflon FIN SUPER
The Ultimate Tool in a Can!
See the back of this brochure for a special offer.

Interflon FIN SUPER has thousands of uses! Below are just a few of the most common.

chains

CHAINS AND WIRE ROPE

CARS, TRUCKS, CYCLES, ATVS

FIN SUPER lubricates and protects chains used
in industrial equipment. Also excellent for all
cycle chains, gears, and sprockets. FIN SUPER
is highly resistant to high pressure and
mechanical wear. The dry film will prevent dirt
adhesion. Lubricates and protects wire rope.

Use FIN SUPER on squeaky dashboards,
rubber
door
seals,
cables,
electrical
connections, locks, hinges, safety belt
tensioners, exhaust pipe sensors, and seat
rails.

PENETRATES AND PREVENTS RUST

ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS

FIN SUPER’s unique MicPolⓇ technology forms
a solid barrier that moisture cannot penetrate. To
free up rusted items, just spray, let sit for five
minutes, twist, and loosen.

FIN SUPER’s dielectric properties allow it to be
sprayed directly onto all electrical connections,
circuit boards, plugs, sockets, and wires to
protect them from corrosion.

BLADES

ZIPPERS AND SNAPS

FIN SUPER is ideal for protecting cutting edges.
Apply it to all types of utility (non-food) blades
before use to maintain fine edges and help
prevent damage or corrosion.

FIN SUPER makes zipper tracks and snaps
move and fasten much more smoothly, and
prevents them from rusting. MicPol®’s
magnetic adherence means it lasts up to ten
times longer than other lubricants.

OUTDOORS

PNEUMATIC TOOLS

FIN SUPER is an all-purpose firearms lubricant.
The dry film prevents accumulation of particles in
barrels, chambers, etc. Perfect for lubing and
protecting fishing rods, reels, and tackle. Also
excellent for use on camping equipment.

FIN SUPER will lubricate and protect all moving
pieces, such as triggers, levers, handles, and
valves, and will also protect and renew rubber
and plastic seals, gaskets, and O-rings. Spray
FIN SUPER into the air inlet.

INDOORS

BOATS & WATERCRAFT

FIN SUPER has thousands of uses around the
home. Use it on all locks, tracks, rails, hinges,
pulleys, knobs, tools, and anything else that
needs lubricating or protecting.

Use FIN SUPER to lubricate all moving parts
on board sailboats, motorboats, jetskis, and
more. It will also protect metal items from
corrosion, even under high-pressure salt water
spray. Excellent for rigging maintenance.

